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My proposed project, The Cultural Production and Aesthetics of the Digital 
Diaspora, will be concerned with the production, visual tropes, reception and economy of 
content made by the digital diaspora as not enough research has been conducted on race 
in cultural production. My project is vital because it is looking at an emerging mode of 
diasporic cultural production that is influencing mainstream cultural industries more than 
ever before. On a more personal level (as a consumer and maker of online digital 
content), I hope to diversify the field of cultural production but also to understand and 
highlight the significance of the work done by the digital diaspora. 

The BBC is currently experiencing a drop in the number of younger viewers, with 
them spending more time online; it is being reported that there has been a major switch to 
viewing content online via YouTube, SnapChat, Instagram and other platforms than ever 
before. My research will look at young diasporic cultural producers who are bypassing 
mainstream cultural institutions to create work and modes of representation online. I will 
aim to understand how this mode of production is made and organised, how it is 
consumed and contested, whether online autonomy exists and what it means when an 
online producer becomes financially viable (amongst other things).  

To my theoretical framework, I would apply Georgina Born’s sociological approach 
to race and cultural production. My research would be ethnographically informed – I 
would like to document two cases of diasporic cultural producers creating online content 
and follow the reception and consumption of their work. Employing sensory/ visual 
ethnographic methods such as filming, would provide me with a rich source of data out of 
which I could draw out key themes through observing as well as listening to producers. 
Referencing work by research scholars such as Sarah Pink would allow me to incorporate 
audiovisual media into my research practice, making for an imaginative PhD project. 

My proposed project draws inspiration from Stuart Hall’s work in that it seeks to 
build connections between politics, culture and transnational diasporic communities. It 
challenges the status quo by addressing issues of social justice and racial inequalities in 
cultural production and representation. Building upon artistic experimentation, 
progressive discourse, the politics of representation and diasporic belonging, my project 
will further Hall’s intellectual legacy. I also hope to incorporate methods of filmmaking 
into my research practice with a view to making my project accessible to those outside 
the academic world.

As a woman of colour, I wish to see more opportunities open up in further education, 
diversifying and disrupting the academic landscape and offering wider possibilities for 
the future. 


